Cybersecurity Simplified

Password Genie (Includes Mobile)
TechShield includes Password Genie password manager for computers and mobile devices. Easily create, manage
and access strong, unique passwords for all your account logins. Password Genie serves as your digital wallet
and includes several convenience and security features that are listed below.

Computer

Mobile

Smart Logins

Password Genie is easy to use. It
saves your usernames & passwords
and allows you to auto-fill forms
and auto-submit login credentials
with just a click.
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Password Generator

Password Genie can generate
strong, unique passwords and then
apply them to your logins.
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Password Strength Rater

Quickly see which existing
passwords are weak, and identify
the strength rating of new
passwords as they are being
created.
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Form Fill

Save your commonly used web
form information and automatically
enter it into online forms. Even
create multiple buyer personas like
personal and professional.
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Multiple Users/PCs

Password Genie can be installed on
up to five computers with unlimited
users. Saved data is automatically
synchronized.

Desktop Syncing

Sync with the MacOS or PC versions
of Password Genie to access your
information from work, home or on
the go.

Advanced Customization

Customize your experience with
folders, categories, multiple
personas for forms, keyboard
shortcuts and much more.
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Safe and Secure

Your data is kept safe with 256-bit
encryption, just like what the
banks use. Turn on multi-factor
authentication for an added layer of
security.

Optimize with Images

Attach images of your ID, passport,
insurance cards, and more to your
entries so you always have a copy.
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Biometric Access

Conveniently and securely access
Password Genie with your device’s
biometric recognition functionality.

Automated Backups

All your saved usernames and
passwords are securely backed up
and available for easy installation on
your new devices.

